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Effective radiative properties of bounded cascade 
absorbing clouds' Definition of an effective 
single-scattering albedo 

Frederic Szczap, Harumi Isaka, Marcel Saute, and Bernard Guillemet 
Laboratoire de M6t6orologie Physique, Universit6 Blaise Pascal, Aubiare, France 

Audrey Ioltukhovski 
Keldish Institute of Applied Madmmadcs, Moscow 

Abstract. We applied the equivalent homogeneous cloud approximation (EHCA) 
to the bounded cascade inhomogeneous absorbing clouds and defined their effective 
radiative properties. It is found that we have to introduce an effective single- 
scattering albedo in addition to an effective optical depth to treat the inhomogeneous 
absorbing clouds under the plane-parallel homogeneous cloud assumption. For an 
inhomogeneous absorbing cloud, a pair of the effective parameters can be estimated 
from each one of three possible pairs taken fi'om the area-averaged reflectance, 
transmittance and absorptance. We found that the behavior of these effective 
properties was quite similar to •hose observed ibr the inhomogeneous non absorbing 
clouds except, that two effective parameters were to be examined instead of only 
one e•ct, ive parameter for the nonabsorbing clouds. Empirical relations for both 
the effective optical depth and the single-s{:attering albedo were given as a function 
of the local mean opt•ical depth and relative local clo•d inhomogeneity. We 
showed tha[ tile effbctive sin/_;le-sca, tterin• albedo could not be properly introduced 
,re(let t•he effe(:tiv(' thi(:kn(•ss approximation (ETA), which indicates an important 
('on(:eptu•fi (tifi'eren(:e between the EHCA and the ETA. Finally, we discussed 
t)ossi})lc (:onsequenccs of the effective single-scattering albedo, defined in this st, udy, 
with respe(:t to the anomalous absorption phenomenon. 

1. Introduction 

In the compmfion paper [Szczap ct ul., this issue 
(hereina2er referred to as SZ1), we proposed the 
alent homogeneous cloud approximation (EHCA) and 
stu(tied the effect of' cloud inhomogeneity on the eff•( '- 
tive radiative properties of the bo•mded cascade non- 
absorbing clouds. Natural clouds absorb a part of in- 
coming solar radiation, and their absorption e•ciency 
varies with the wavelength and size distribution of cloud 
particles, and also with the nature and concentration 
of aerosol particles and other pollutants. Borde and 
Isaka [1996] suggested that a multifi'ac[al absorbing 
cloud might be treated as a plane-parallel homogeneous 
cloud, bv using its effective optical depth and keep- 
ing its single-s('attering albedo •m('hanged. However, 
this approximation led to a small but finite systematic 
bias in the absorptance. ()n the other hand, Cair'n• ß 
et al. [2000] recently showed that cloud inhomogene- 
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ity affected cloud absorption efficiency at GCM scale 
a•d that tiffs effect varied with the mean optical (tepth 
of the inhom()geneous clouds. Titov [1998] also investi- 
gated the contributions of "subpixel scale" cloud inho- 
n•oge•mity and horizontal photon transport on the ab- 
sorption of inhomogeneous clouds. This raises a ques- 
tion of how absorption modifies the effect of the cloud 
inhomogeneity on the efibctive radiative properties of 
the inhomogeneous clouds under EHCA. 

The retrieval of cloud parameters from multispectral 
radion•etric data is another field of interest in which we 

need to specify the effect of cloud inhomogeneity, es- 
pecially the effect on the single-scattering albedo. The 
knowledge of such an effect is important, because t]•e 
retrieval of effective radius relies on the droplet size 
dependency of the single scattering albedo in near in- 
frared [Nakajima and King, 1988, 1990; Tworacy and 
Cocks, 1989; Wctzel and Vondcr Haar, 1991]. Estimat- 
ing and correcting the cloud-inhomogeneity effect on the 
retrieved cloud parameters are relevant to moderate- 
resolution radiometric data provided by advanced very 
high resolution radiometer (AVHRR), Moderate Inmg- 
ing Spectro-radiometer (MODIS) and Global Imager 
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(GLI) on ADEOS 2. This requires precise knowledge 
of relationships between the retrieved cloud parameters 
and the cloud inhomogeneity at subpixel scale, as al- 
ready discussed by SZ1. 

In this paper we extend the EHCA to inhomoge- 
neous absorbing clouds and define their effective ra- 
diative properties under the EHCA. It is found that 
treating an inhomogeneous absorbing cloud as a plane- 
parallel homogeneous cloud requires the definition of an 
effective single-scattering albedo in addition to the ef- 
fective optical depth. This finding is highly relevant to 
the retrieval of effective radius, because this retrieval is 
based, as noted above, on the droplet size dependency 
of the single-scattering albedo in near infrared. Fur- 
thermore, we investigate how these effective parameters 
vary with the solar incidence angle and scale of aver- 
aging. Empirical relations for both the effective optical 
depth and the effective-single scattering albedo are pro- 
posed as a function of optical and structural properties 
of inhomogeneous clouds. 

Cabalan et al. [1994a,b] proposed the equivalent 
thickness approximation (ETA), which is based on the 
independent pixel approximation (IPA). However, there 
is a significant conceptual difference between the EHCA 
and the ETA as already discussed by SZ1. In this study 
we try to clarify the difference by analyzing the possibil- 
ity of defining the effective single-scattering albedo un- 
der the ETA. Finally, we discuss •he anomalous absorp- 
tion phenomenon from the point, of view of the EHCA. 

2. Conditions of Simulation 

The conditions of Monte Carlo (MC) simulation are 
practically the same as in the work of SZ1. We use 
the same MC code [Marshak et al., 1995] except that 
we have modified it to estimate the photon absorption 
in each cloud pixel. Inhomogeneous clouds are gener- 
ated with the bounded cascade model with eight cas- 
cades. The cloud domain is 12.8 km wide and 0.3 km 

thick, and it is composed of 256 vertically uniibrm "bar" 
clouds 50 m wide. The lateral boundary conditions 
are cyclic to form a cloud layer with infinite horizon- 
tal extent. We again use C1 cloud droplet distribution 
[Garcia and Slewerr, 1985], and its volume-scattering 
phase fimction, computed for the nonabsorbing clouds, 
to the absorbing clouds for the reason of silnplification. 
We assume a constant single-scattering albedo 0.97 for 
bounded cascade clouds, while we vary it between 0.9 
and 1 for homogeneous clouds. In this study we often 
qualify the single-scattering albedo as "nominal" to em- 
phasize the fact, that, it is only a "prescribed constant" 
and not "area-average" value independent of the droplet 
size distribution. As for the asymmetry factor, we im- 
plicitly keep it constant because we use the volume- 
scattering phase function computed for C1 droplet size 
distribution; changing its value would not be consistent 
with the use of C1 volume scattering phase function. On 
the other hand, Borde and Isaka [19961 already studied 

the effect of the asymmetry factor on the effective op- 
tical depth. Its variation would be small enough and 
could be neglected for droplet size distributions in shal- 
low low-level stratiform clouds [Davies et al, 1984]. 

The transmittance decreases very rapidly with the in- 
crease in the optical dept, h because of the absorption. 
Hence M C simulation of the bounded cascade clouds is 

limited to a range of "cloud-mean optical depth" from 
0.5 to 40 and three incidence angles (0 ø, 30 ø, and 60ø). 
We sometimes qualify a mean optical depth as "cloud- 
mean" to stress that averaging is taken over the en- 
tire cloud domain (12.8 km) and not over a cloud seg- 
ment (L < 12.8 km) . As in SZ1, three bounded cascade 
clouds were generated independently for each value of 
cloud-mean optical depths except for a special series 
of simulations. As for the number of photons, we al- 
most doubled it from 3 x l07 of SZ1 to 5 x l07 photons 
to keep the MC relative intrinsic error to _ 5 x l0 -3 
as in SZ1. The area-averaged reflectance, transmit- 
rance, and absorptance of cloud segments were esti- 
mated again by randomizing their positions within the 
simulated clouds. 

3. Analyses of Simulations 

3.1. Definition of Effective Radiative 

Properties of an Inhomogeneous Absorbing 
Cloud 

In SZ1 we defined the effective radiative properties 
of an inhomogeneous nonabsorbing cloud, by consid- 
ering both reflectance and transmittance. However, 
when we deal with an inhomogeneous absorbing cloud, 
we have to consider the absorptance in addition to 
reflectance and transmittance to define its equivalent 
counterparts. This leads, as shown, to a significant dif- 
ference in the definition of effective radiative proper- 
ties between the nonabsorbing clouds and the absorbing 
clouds. It should be emphasized that we discuss here 
only the equivalence in the radiant flux and radiation 
budget and not the equivalence in the radiance field or 
bidirectional reflectance field. 

If the volume-scattering phase function does not chan- 
ge too much with the droplet size distribution, we can 
characterize a plane-parallel homogeneous (PPH) ab- 
sorbing cloud with two "independent" cloud param- 
eters, i.e., the optical depth r and single-scattering 
albedo a: . A P PH absorbing cloud is represented as a 
point •hom, Thom, Ahom) on the R + T + A = 1 plane in 
(R, T, A) space; R, T, and A designate, respectively, the 
reflectance, transmittance, and absorptance, i.e., three 
radiant flux components of the radiation budget. 

We computed (•hom,Thom,Ahom) for different pairs 
of the optical depth and single-scattering albedo and 
plotted them in (R,T,A) space. Figure 1 shows a grid 
composed of constant optical depth curves r(R,T,A) 
and constant single-scattering curves w(R,T, A) on the 
R + T+ A = 1 plane. It is for the 0 ø incidence angle; this 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the grid used for the determination of V-ef t and Wef t for 
inhomogeneous clouds in (R, T, A) space. The grid is formed by the curves representing constant 
optical depth v-(R, T, A) and constant single-scattering curves w(R, T, A) on the R + T + A = 1 
plane. 

v-, w grid slightly changes with tile solar incidence angle 
00. These constant r(R, T, A) and w(R, T, A) c•rves are 
defined only on tile R + T + A: 1 plane, and only two 
of R, 7', and A are independent. 

When the area-averaged reflectance, transmittance, 
and absorptmwe of an inhomogeneous absorbing cloud 
(Rinhom, Tinhorn, Ainhom) are taken over the entire cloud 
domain, the point (]•inhom,Tinhom, Ainhom) is on the 
R + T + A: 1 plane because of tile zero net horizon- 
tal photon trmlst)ort between the (:loud donlain and its 
adjacent clouds. In this case we ('an always find an 
equivalent plane-parallel homogeneous cloud, whose ra,- 
dimit flux components are identical to ([•inhom, 2•Snhom, 
Ainhom) of the inhomogeneous cloud. The optical depth 
and single-scattering albedo of this equivalent P PH 
cloud can be read on the grid of Figure 1; they provide 
the effective optical depth and single-scattering albedo 
(reft, Weft) of the inhomogeneous cloud in question. 

Since only two of R, T, and A are independent, we 
can define only two effective radiative parameters even 
if more than two cloud parameters may be used to char- 
acterize inhomogeneous clouds. We use here the opti- 
cal depth and single-scattering albedo to describe tile 
cloud characteristics for the reason of commodity. but 
also because they are habitually used in the clou(t ra- 
diation literature. However, they are not "intrinsic" 
cloud paran•eters from the xnicrophysical point of view. 
It would be better, in principle, to characterize the 
clouds with appropriate independent microphysical pa- 

rameters (effective radius, liquid water content, droplet 
number concentration) instead of radiative parameters 
(optical depth, single-scattering albedo, and asymmetry 
factor) which are correlated to each other. 

We apply the same method as in SZ1 to analyze the 
deviations of tile effective optical depth 6ref t = reft- • 
and effective single-scattering albedo 6wef t: Wef t -& 
fi'oin the homogeneous cloud point (•hom, Thom, Aborn) 
to the inhomogeneous cloud point (•inhom ,Tinhorn, 
Ainhom). When R and T are chosen as independent 
variables of reft and weft, we can express these devia- 
tions as 

X, Ow •T Ow •T 

where v -•- and w •r represent the constant r(R, T) and 
w(R, T) curves on the R + T + A = 1 plane, and aR and 
(ST are given, respectively, by (SR = Rinhom- Rhom and 
•ST - Ti,•hom - Thom ß The above (SWeff equation shows 
clearly that if (Ow -•/0t?)•R + (Ow•'r/OT)ST 5/: 0, 
the single-scattering albedo cannot be maintained at 
its nominal value. Consequently, we have to introduce 
an effective single-scattering albedo in addition to the 
effective optical depth to define an equivalent homo- 
geneous absorbing cloud. This finding implies that if 
we apply the PPH cloud assumption to an inhomoge- 
neous absorbing cloud, we have to admit an apparent 
effect of cloud inhomogeneity on the absorption. This 
may explain a systematic bias we found in the radiant 
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flux of equivalent homogeneous clouds when the single- 
scattering albedo was kept unchanged [Borde and Isaka, 
1996]. 

Figure 2 is the grid of Figure I projected onto the 
(R,T) plane. The point C represents a homogeneous 
cloud point with • = 10 and • = 0.97. The point 
C' represents the corresponding inhomogeneous cloud 
point with the same • and & . The radiant flux was 
averaged over the entire cloud domain. The point 
(%ff = 6.89, Wef f = 0.964) is located slightly off the 
w(R, T) = 0.97 curve, as suggested above by the 
equation. We can easily show that when /r•inho m 
Tinho m q- Ainho m = I is satisfied, the effective single- 
scattering albedo is always smaller than the nominal 
single scattering albedo. For the cloud parameter re- 
trieval, we use the effective radius as cloud parameter 
instead of the single-scattering albedo. In this case, the 
above finding implies that the cloud inhomogeneity has 
an apparent effect on the effective radius retrieved un- 
der the PPH cloud assumption, and an inhomogeneous 
absorbing cloud behaves as if it has an effective radius 
larger than the nominal effective radius. 

When averaging is done over an area smaller' than the 
entire cloud domain, the net horizontal photon trans- 
port between the cloud segment and the adjacent cloud 

! ! 41 z cells may not be neglected: /r•inho m q- Tinho m-[-• inhom 
1 + z with • •: 0. The effective optical depth and effec- 
tive single scattering albedo of a cloud segment witix a 
horizontal extent L are referred as "local effective opti- 
cal depth" [reft(L ) ]and "local effective single-scattering 
albedo" [Weft(L ) ] as in SZ1. We can describe how the • 
term affects these effective parameters, by applying the 
same analysis as in SZ1. 

The difference between ( ' T' ' /•inhom' inhom' Ainhom) and 
(Rho m ,Thom, Ahom), both with the same 5(L) and 
&(L), can be represented as a sum of two displacements 
in (R, T,A) space. The notations •(L) and &(L) indi- 
cate that these averages are defined over a cloud seg- 
ment of L, but we omit (L) to abridge the notations if 
there is no risk of confusion. The first displacement is 
fi'om the homogeneous cloud point (/•hom, Thom, Ahom) 
to an intersection point (/•int, Tint, Aint) defined by the 
normal from (Rinho m, T' ' inhom' Ainhom) to the R + T + 
A - 1 plane. This displacement occurs because the vec- 
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Figure 2. Grid composed of r(R, T, A) and w(R, T, A) curves projected on the (R, T) plane. 
The C point is the reflectance and transmittance of a homogeneous cloud having a mean optical 
depth 10 and single-scattering albedo 0.97. The C' point corresponds to an inhomogeneous cloud 
having the same mean optical depth and single-scattering albedo. It corresponds to a PPH cloud 
with reff = 6.89 and Weft = 0.964. 
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tors t t t (Rinhom (Rint, Tint, Aint) are Ainhom) , Tinhorn, and 
not directed to the same direction but also because of 

the e term. It is expressed as 

•Tin t _ Or (/r•int -- t•hom) q- OT (Tint - Thorn) 
•SWint -- 00w/•r (/r•int - •hom) + OR (Tint - Thom) 

(2) 
The second displacement is from the intersection point 

(•int, Tint, Aint) to the inhomogeneous cloud point 
• T• A • (Rinhom' inhom' inhom), which is due only to the s 

•erm. We can estimate i• only by projecting •he grid 
of Figure 1 onto one of the (•, T), (T,A), and (A, R) 
planes. When the (R,T) plane is chosen as a pro- 
jec•ion plane, we are considering a displacement from 
(•int Tint Aint)to (•inhom ' inhom , , ' , Titnhom A' -•)on 
• + T + A = 1 plane. In •his case, the devia[ions are 
expressed as 

(3) 

where the partial derivatives are estimated at the in- 
tersection point. We obtain the similar expressions for 
•% (T, A) and &• (T, A) and for •%(A, R) and &• (.4, R). 
These deviations have to satisfy 

(4) 

3.2. Properties of reft and O3eff 

3.2.1. Internal consistency of EHCA. When 
the e term remains small to moderate, we can de- 

termine three pairs of reft(L), and Weft(L): [%•T(L), We•f•r(L)], [%rf•t(L), w[•(L)] and [r•(L), 
respectively; the superscripts RT , TA , and A• in- 
dica•e the components of radiant flux used •o retrieve 
reft(L) and we•(L). These •hree pairs correspond •o the 
points ( ' •' A' --6) (Rinhom--•' inborn •inhom , inhom ' inhom , 
A' , •' •' ,A • , i•hom)and( inborn, i•hom --• inhom) respec•ively ß 
This is exactly the same situation as in SZ1 excep• 
•ha• we are dealing now wRh •hree pairs of reft(L) and 

of 
SZ1. When •he • •erm becomes •oo large, we canno[ 
de[ermine all •he •hree possible pairs bu• only pairs for 
which •he projected inhomogeneous cloud poin[ is in- 
side •he projected grid. 

We examine firs[ reft(L) and Weft(L) "re[tiered" Ikom 
[he radian• flux components averaged over •he entire 
cloud domain L - 12.8 km and for 0o - 0 ø. Figure 3 a 
represents %f(L) and %• (L) as a function of v•T(L) 
and Figure 3 b ns •eff (L) and (L) as a function of •eff 
•ff•(L) . Three estimates are ahnost identical to each 
other because of the quasi-zero net horizontal photon 
transport at this averaging scale. The effective single- 
scattering albedo differs from its nominal value D - 0.97 
and varies fi'om •eff - 0.965 to 0.97. The variation of 
•eff is less than 0.5%. but it may still have a signifi- 

cant effect on the absorptance of the cloud as shown in 
section 5. 

The effective optical depth and single-scattering albedo 
can also be estimated for cloud segments. Figures 4 a 
and 4 b are the same as Figures 3 a and 3 b, but for a 
horizontal scale of L = 1.6 km. The dispersion of reft(L ) 
is still small; it is slightly larger between %•[S(L) and 
r•r(L) than betweenredA(L)and r•r(L) . Almost all 
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"'•0.990 ! L=12.8 
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0.960 [ + 'TA 

0.950 ?, ....... 
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RT (L,00) (Deft 

i i i i 

Figure 3. Comparison between different estimates of 
the effective optical depth and effective single scattering 

ST albedo: (a) re•(L) and r•A(L) against r•ft (L), and 
(b) As Wef t (L) and •e•(L) against We•T(L). Horizontal averaging scale: - 12.8 km; incidence angle: 0o = 
0ø; parameters estimated from (A, R) pair (circles), and 
from (T,A)pair (pluses). 
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 but for L- 1.6 kin. 

of Weft(L) are located on or close to the bisector, except 
some points off the bisector. However, the number of 
"off-bisector" points remains small compared with the 
total number of points. 

Figures 5 a and 5 b are the same as Figures 4 a and 
4 b, but for Oo = 30 ø They exhibit the same general 
features as in Figures 4 a and 4 b except that the dis- 
persion becomes significantly larger fbr 0o = 30 ø than 
0o = 0 ø The correlation between different 8w, also 
becomes more evident in Figure 5 b than in Figure 4 b, 
because the e term is more important in its magnitude 
for0o =30 ø than0o =0 ø. 

The deviations 8r, and 6w• depend on the partial 
derivatives of equation (3) and similar expressions. The 
partial derivatives (Or ur/OR), (0• -AR/0/), and (0v AR / 
OA) are positive, while the others (Or 

OT), and (orRr/OT) are negative. Hence (&ruT/OR) 
and (Or •r lOT) in arc (R, T) have the opposite signs and 
tend to compensate each other, while (Orrn/OT) and 
(Orrn/OA) in ar,(T,A) [(Ornn/OA) and (OrnU/OR) 
in ars(A, R)] have the same sign and tend to reinforce 
each other. 

As for the single scattering albedo, the partial deriva- 
tives (Ow•*/OR), (OwRr/OT) and, (owA•/ofl) are pos- 
itive, while the others (Owrn/OA), (Ownn/OA), and 
(Owrn/or) are negative. Hence (Owur/OR) and 
(az•'/ar) in 6w•(R,T) [(azrn/aA) and (ozr•/OT) 
in 8w•(T.A)] tend to reinforce each other, while 
(OwAU/OA) arid (OwAU/OR) in •w•(A, R) have the op- 
posite signs and tend to compensate each other in most 
of the conditions. Hence •w,(T, A) arid &o,(R, T) are 

[ a) 

2O 

+ :TA 
0 I ......... 

0 10 20 30 40 

m' (L,0o) "['eft 

0.990 :: b) 
- 

0.980 

O O oO 
I o o o 

•..,•, ' ++ 

f / + ++ + ++ 
o :AR 

I/ + - 0.950 

½.•o ½•eo o.•7o o.oso o.•o 

• (L,0o) •eff 

Figure 5. Same as Figure 4 but for 0o - 30 ø 
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of the opposite signs, and tend to be negatively cor- 
related, while •w,(A,R) and •w,(R,T) tend to keep a 
weak positive correlation, as observed in Figure 4 b or 
Figure 5 b. 

Any deviation from the bisector •¾ and &•, results 
from the e term effect, while the deviations •rint and 
&•int occur along the bisector. When the e term is not 
nil, the three estimates of •¾ and &•, are dependent 
(Equation (4)). Consequently, the effective radiative 
properties should exhibit different systematic bias, de- 
pending on which pair of radiant flux components is 
used to determine them. If (/?' T.' A' inhere, inhere' inhere) 
were directly measured, the use of (/?, T) pair would be 
the best to estimate •-eff(L), and the use of (A,/?) pair 
for welT(L ) because of the compensation effect. 

We estimated the root-mean-square relative disper- 
sion 

Peff Ddfs p (p,•lTT AR 1 [p• (i) - RT (i)] 
z= 1 [/)eft' Felt 

for different averaging scales and incidence angles. •V 
represents the number of data, and Peff designates ei- 
ther ref t or Wef t. We used only the data correspond- 
ing to 1.5 • %ff • 60 to estimate the relative dis- 
persion because of a large dispersion observed f•r very 
small optical depths. Table 1 and Table 2 represent 
naip(p Peff ) f•r three incidence angles; the root- 
mean-square relative dispersions fbr other pairs are not 
shown, but they do not differ' very much from those of 
Tables 1 and 2. 

The small relative dispersions obtained fbr 12.8 km 
averaging confirm the "uniqueness" of both relT(L ) and 
•clT(•) at this s('ale of averaging. The relative disper- 
sion increases as the horizontal averaging scale decreases 
from 12.8 km •o 0.8 km but also as the solar incidence 

angle increases. Ddisp of %ff(•) appears slightly smalle• 
for the absorbing clouds than nonabsorbing clouds stud- 
ied in SZ1. The relative dispersion of •eff(L) also in- 
creases as the horizontal scale of averaging decreases 
from 12.8 km to 0.8 kin. As seen in Figure 3 b the total 

Table 1. Relative Dispersion Between Ve•fnL ) and 
•-•r(L) as a Function of the Averaging Scale for 00 - 
0 ø, 30 ø, 60 ø 

Ddisp Between TeAf• and Te•f• 
œ• km 0o--0 ø 0o-30 ø 0o--60 ø 

12.8 7.4 x 10 -• 9.8 x 10 -• 7.9 x 10 -• 
6.4 3.0 x 10 -s 1.2 x 10 -s 3.3 x 10 -• 
3.2 1.0 x 10 -2 1.9 x 10 -2 5.5 x 10 -2 
1.6 1.1 x 10 -2 4.2 x 10 -2 1.0 x 10 -• 
0.8 3.6 x 10 -2 7.3 x 10 -2 1.7 x 10 -• 

Only the data corresponding to 1.5 <_ •-eff are used to 
compute the relative dispersion. 

Table 2 Relative Dispersion Between n• ß Wef t (L) and 
we•f• (L) as a Function of the Averaging Scale for 00 = 
0 ø 30 ø 60 ø 

œ, km 
Ddisp between' An , nT Weft and Weft 

0o -- 0 ø 0o - 30 ø 0o - 60 ø 

12.8 2.4 x 10 -s 2.8 x 10 -s 8.3 x 10 -• 
6.4 2.1 x 10 -s 3.5 x 10 -s 7.8 x 10 -s 
3.2 2.1 x 10 -2 3.5 x 10 -2 7.8 x 10 -2 
1.6 2.5 x 10 -2 1.1 x l0 -2 2.4 x l0 -• 
0.8 1.2 x l0 -2 2.3 x l0 -2 2.6 x l0 -• 

Only the data corresponding to 1.5 <_ *-eft are used to 
compute the relative dispersion. 

range of variation of Wef t is always about 0.5% of the 
nominal single-scattering albedo. Ddisp of Weft(L ) for 
the 3.2 km averaging is small in comparison with the 
total range of variation of weft(L), while it becomes of 
the same order for the 1.6 km averaging. This means 
that we have to take an average over a horizontal scale 
much lar'pqer than the 1.6 km averaging to eliminate the 
e effect on the effective single-scattering albedo. 

3.2.2. Dependency of *'eft(L) and Weft(L) on 
the incidence angle. As discussed by SZ1, we need 
to examine the independence of •-eff(L) and weft(L) with 
respect to the solar incidence angle. This indepen- 
dence is desirable to define a completely equivalent PPH 
cloud. We made three series of special simulations for 
cloned-mean oI)tical depths f = 0.5, 2, 5, 10, 15.20.25, 
30. and 40. an(t for i•('iden('e angles of 0 ø, 30 ø, m•d 60 ø 
as i• SZ1. We estimated %ii.(L) and c•'eff'(L ) of each 
i•h()m()•ene()•s cl()ud segment and compute(1 th(' ratio 
of •-elT(L) [a;eft' (L) I between the 30 ø (60 ø) inciden('e and 
the 0 ø incidence angle 

rp (L, t90)- Peff (L, 190) Pelt (L, 0ø) ' (6) 
where peff(L, 190) designates the local effective parame- 
ter p = v or w estimated at the averaging scale L and 
for the solar incidence angle 190. 

We estimated rp(L. 190) fbr two averaging scales 12.8 
km and 1.6 kin. Figures 6 a and 6 b represent r•(L, 30 ø) 
and r•(L, 60 ø) fbr Ve• •' (L) and r•(L, 30 ø) and r•(L, 60 ø) 
for' we•f•r(L). respectively, as a function of' e(L). In Fig- 
ure 6 a, the ratios fbr the 12.8 km averaging are scat- 
tered around r•(L,190) = 1. However, a close inspec- 
tion reveals a systematic bias in r•(12.8 kin, 30 ø) and 
r•(12.8 kin. 60 ø) similar to those discussed in SZ1. In 
Figure 6 b a similar systematic bias exists but much 
smaller than the one observed for the effective optical 
depth (Table 3). For 1.6 km averaging, the dispersion of 
Weft(L) for 00 = 30 ø decreases rapidly from about 0.2% 
for reft < 10 to less than 0.1% for 20 < reft; the disper- 
sion fbr 190 = 60 ø is about twice the one fbr 190: 30 ø. 

The above results indicate that we cannot define. "in 
stricto sensu", a unique PPH cloud. which has the same 
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Figure 6. Effect of the 

_ •r [p•r(œ, 0 o incidence angle on r v [Pe//(L,30)]/ eS )] and 
rv -- [peI•T(L, 60)]/[peI•(L, 0ø)] as a function of mean 
optical depth ½(L) for two horizontal scales of averag- 
ing (L- 12.Skmand L- 1.6km)' (a) forp- •-; (b) 
for p- •. 

reflectance, transmittance and absorptance as those of 
an inhomogeneous absorbing cloud for any oblique illu- 
mination. This means that we can use a unique equiv- 
alent P PH cloud only if we admit some degree of error 
in the estimation of its radiant flux. 

3.2.3. Error in the absorptance. From tile 
practical point of view we often apply the PPH cloud 
assumption to an inhomogeneous cloud segment. For 
an inhomogeneous absorbing cloud we need two of tile 
three fluxes t t t (•inhorn, , Ainhom Tinho m ) to retrieve its ef- 
fective radiative properties. •inhom and t ' Tinho m are of- 
ten experimentally measured aboard aircraft. In illis 
case we can retrieve r•r(L) and •e•r(L) from these 
measurements and estimate the absorptance. We can 
show easily that the relative error in the absorptance is 
given by 

00)] 4' 00)' (7) ' inhorn 

For inhomogeneous absorbing clouds the absorptance 
increases at first rapidly and then more slowly with tile 
mean optical depth, while the s term also decreases 
rapidly after its initial increase with the mean opti- 
cal depth. The relative error in the absorptance would 
be large for small optical depth, but it should decrease 
rapidly for large optical depth. This behavior of the 
relative error in the absorption differs significantly from 
that of the relative error in the transmittance of non- 

absorbing clouds discussed by SZ1. Figures 7 a, 7 b, 
and 7 c show the relative error in the absorptance when 
r•[ • (L) and •e•r(L) are retrieved from reflectance and 
transmittance averaged at horizontal scales of L = 3.2 
km and L = 1.6 km. The relative error for 0 ø incidence 

and L = 3.2 km becomes less than about 5% for an 

optical depth larger than 5, while for 30 ø incidence, it 
becomes less than 5% only for an optical depth beyond 
15. For 60 ø incidence, it remains larger than 5% ibr all 
optical depths less than 40. Accordingly, if we require a 
relative error in the absorptance less than 5%, we can- 
not use r•Z(L) and •e•r(L) retrieved at a horizontal 
scale of 3.2 km for an inhomogeneous cloud with 0.3 km 
in depth except for a cloud with a large optical depth 
under vertical illumination. This means that in process- 
ing aircraft measurement of radiant fluxes, we have to 
average them over a horizontal scale of averaging large 
enough to eliminate the s effect on the absorptance. 

3.3. Parametrization of %ft(L) and •eff(L) 

Empirical formulas are established for both •L) 
and •:ea•(L) as a function of the local mean optical 
depth and local cloud inhomogeneity. For this analysis 
we used all Z• T (L) [•ff•(Z)] estimated at [he averag- 
ing scales larger than 1.6 km [3.2 km for •ffff(L)] and 
for the three incidence angles (00 = 0 ø, 30 ø, and 60ø), 
although this would increases the dispersion. 

We adjusted these data to an empirical relation: 

r•'al ( I + Be [1 - exp(Dp;)] ff - A1 +C½ 

(1 -- exp { -- All - e•p(Dpr)]}} ' (8) 
where ½ and p• are the local mean optical depth and rel- 
ative cloud inhomogeneity parameter estimated at the 

Table 3. Variation of/• (12.8 km, 00) = 

[•eff(12.8km, Oo)]/J•ff(12.8 kin, 0ø)] Estimated for Two Incidence Angles 30 ø and 60 ø) As a Function of 
the Mean Optical Depth • 

•- 0.5 5.0 15 25 

0o = 0 ø 0.9998 1.0004 1.0005 1.0003 
0o -- 60 ø 0.9989 1.0009 1.0009 1.0005 
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Figure 7. Effect of the incidence angle on the relative error in the absorptance when it is 
estimated from •-•r(L) and We•f(L). Incidence angle: (a) •o - 0ø; (b) •o - 30ø; (c) •o - 60 ø. 
Horizontal averaging scale: cirmes, L- 12.8 kin; pluses: L- 1.6 km. 

averaging scale of L; we omitted the reference to L in 
equation (8). The constants are A = -4.53 x 10 -3, 
B = 1.57 x 10 -1, C = 2.64 x 10 -1, D = 8.17, E = 
5.68 x 10 -2, and F = 2.56,respectively. To determine 
these constants, we adjusted only D and F for the ab- 
sorbing cloud data, by keeping the other constants A, 
B, C, and E unchanged from those obtained for the 
non-absorbing clouds. For the nonabsorbing clouds we 
had D = 12.6 and F = 3.78. 

_cal RT _cal Figure 8 compares "eft (L) with •-•ff (L) The (L) ß 
is computed with the local relative cloud inhomogeneity 
p•-(L) : a•-(L)/½(L)in equation (8); aT(L) and •(L) 
designate the local standard deviation of the optical 
depth and local mean optical depth, respectively. The 
dispersion around the bisector is quite similar to the 
one obtained for the nonabsorbing clouds in SZ1. 

f•{ \ c• 1 . Figure 9 shows w tL) estimated for-the 12.c• •m and 
1.6 km averaging and for 0o = 0 ø as a fimction of •(L). 
We•t•(L) for 12.8 km averaging first decreases down to 
about 0.965 and then starts to increase but does not 

reach the nominal value. The dispersion is much larger 
for the 1.6 km averaging; some of We•t•(L) estimated 
for small ½(L) become larger than the nominal value 
of 0.97, but most of them remain less than the nomi- 
nal value for moderate to large •(L). We adjusted an 
empirical relation 

w•l - & [1-ApSe • exp (-½• (9) 

with •e• r (L) obtained for all the averaging scales larger 
than 3.2 km (we did not include •e•r(L) obtained 
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Figure 8. Comparison between _cal 'Jeff (L) computed with 
equation (8) and rSr(L) estimated directly from the eft 

area-averaged Monte Carlo reflectance and transmit- 
tance. The figure represents all r• T(L) determined for 
00 = 0 ø , 30 ø, 60 ø and for all sca• of averaging larger 
than 1.6 km. 

the 1.6 km averaging). The constants are A = 79.2, 
B = 9.65 x 10 -2, a = 3.29, and • = 0.214, respectively. 

Figure 10 compares .cal with We•t•(L); .cal C•ef f C•ef f were com- 
puted by using the local cloud inhomogeneity p•.(L) in 
equation (9). We plotted only the points corresponding 
to 3 < f(L), because of a larger dispersion for smaller 
mean optical depths. The dispersion around the bisec- 

tor is moderate, and the data adjustment seems to be 
less satisfactory for We•t• than for r•% T (L). 

As discussed by SZ1, the dispersion of Figure 8 and 
l0 results from three distinct causes: the choice of func- 

tions we chose to fit, the e effect due to the nonzero net 
horizontal photon transport, and the uncertainty in the 
estimation of effective parameters. When the e effect is 
negligible [(r sT AS eft -- r/• 4 -- and (We• TA %g ) - _ Weft 

All 
wef t )], we can fit, in principle, these data to other types 
of functions and improve the degree of approximation, 
if necessary, by including explicitly the incidence angle 
dependency of the effective optical depth and single- 
scattering albedo. As for the s effect, we can minimize 
it under the EHCA, only by increasing the averaging 
scale. The use of f(L) and p•-(L) in equations (8) and 
(9) assumes that the reflectance, transmittance, and 
absorptance of a cloud segment are completely condi- 
tioned by the optical and structural characteristics of 
the cloud segment. Such a condition is not always sat- 
isfied at a small averaging scale. The third possible 
cause is that the constant r(R, T, A) and w(R,7', A) 
curves of Figtire 1 become too dense for small and large 
optical depths, and error in estimation of reft(L) and 
Weg(L) may increase. Nevertheless, the above results 
show that the effective radiative properties of bounded 
cascade inhomogeneous clouds can be fairly well param- 
eterized with the mean optical depth, single-scattering 
albedo, and relative cloud inhomogeneity, all of which 
are estimated at a given horizontal averaging scale. 

4. Comparison Between EHCA and IPA 
The difference between the EHCA and the IPA is 

conceptual, and it should depend on the importance 

1.000 I½- 00 = 0 o 
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Figure 9. Variation of We•(L) as a function of the 
local mean optical depth f(L) for O0 = 0 ø. Horizontal 
averaging scale: circles, L = 12.8 km; pluses: L = 1.6 
km. Solid and dotted lines represent equation (9) with 
the mean relative cloud inhomogeneity estimated for 
the t2.8 km and 1.6 km averaging. 
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Figure 10. Comparison between .cal •eff (L) computed 
ST 

with equation (9) and Wef t (L) estimated directly from 
the area-averaged Mont•/-Carlo reflectance and trans- 
mittance. The figure represents all w m• (L) with 3 < reft 
determined for 00 - 0 ø , 30 ø, 60 ø, e•nffd all scales of av- 
eraging larger than 3.2 km. 
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of the nonlinear effect of the radiative transfer: cloud 

inhomogeneity interaction (SZ1). The EHCA is based 
on the requirement of radiative flux and radiation bud- 
get equivalence on one hand, the definition of effective 
optical properties on the other. The IPA or NIPA basi- 
cally are based on the smoothing effect of areaaveraging. 
Some of the discussions by SZ1 should still be valid for 
inhomogeneous absorbing clouds. Consequently, we will 
limit our discussion to what results from the inclusion 

of the absorption. We will examine first how the IPA 
works for the estimation of absorptance of inhomoge- 
neous clouds. The second question, which is indepen- 
dent of the first question, is how the effective radiative 
properties of inhomogeneous absorbing clouds are to t)e 
defined within the framework of tile ETA. 

with a "maximum" of-5% for 0 < • < 10. It becomes 

positive for 10 < • and stabilized at 2%. For the 30 ø 
incidence r, he transition point from negative to positive 
error moves to a smaller mean optical depth, and the 
relative error becomes positive beyond • -• 2 with a 
maximum error of about 3%. For the 60 ø incidence the 

relative error remains mainly positive, and after reach- 
ing a maximum of ,5% at • = 5, it steadily decreases 
to 3% beyond • • 5. Contrary to the reflectance, the 
area-averaged IPA absorptance does not converge to a 
correct M C absorptance of the inhomogeneous absorb- 
ing clouds, which reveals the existence of tile nonlinear 
effect of the radiative interaction, even if it is less than 
expected. This bias varies as a function of the cloud- 
mean optical depth and solar incidence angle. 

4.1. Application of EHCA and IPA to the 
Estimation of Absorptance 

As noted by SZ1, both tile IPA and the EHCA re- 
quire "a priori" knowledge of cloud inhomogeneity to 
comp•lte e•ciently the area-averaged radiative flux of 
inhom%eneous absorbing clouds. No significant differ- 
ence between nonabsorbing and absorbing clouds can 
be noticed in the estimation of the area-averaged re- 
fleet ante and transnlitt an('e. wlmn the averaging is 
over a su•cie•tlv large scale. Hence we will examine 
here only the I)erforman('e of' the IPA i• the estimation 
of the a})s()rp/ 

Figure 11 t'eprese•ltS the relative error in the al)sorp- 
tan('{' betwee•t l}•{, Xl(' a½•d tt•e IPA estin•ated for lhe 

0 ø, 30 ø, an(t O() ø in{'iden('es; tt•(' absorpta•xce is esti- 
mated at the scale ()f the entire clou(1 &)main, i.e., 12.8 
kin. For tim 0 ø itx('idon('e the relative error is negative 

L- 12.8 km 

-•- =4=- 

¸ '00=0 ø 
, '00 = 30 ø 

O ' 00 = 60 ø 

o 10 20 3O 40 

Figure 11. Rdative error of the IPA absorptance 
((An.•c -Azp•q)/(Aa•c)%) as a function of the cloud- 
mean optical depth f. L = 12.8 kin. Circles, 00 = 0ø: 
pluses, 00 - 30ø: diamond, 80 - 60 ø. 

4.2. Definition of reft and Weft Within the EPA 
Framework 

Cabalan c! al. [1994a,b] introduced tile ETA of 
an inhomogeneous nonabsorbing cloud, by taking the 
areaaverage of the Taylor expansion of the IPA cloud 
reflectance over the entire cloud domain. Tlfis effec- 

tive optical depth is valid for only one cloud; for other 
clouds it is an approximation to reg defined in the 
EHCA fi'amework (SZ1). Wl•en we try to apply the 
same approach to an inhomogeneous absorbing cloud, 
we need to decide whether we are dealing with only the 
refiectan('e or with two of the three radiant flux compo- 
nents (reflectance. transmittance. and absorptance). 

X•'h{m only refie('ta•ce is considered. it would define 
an r•,f{ si]•filar to the one (tefi•ed for the nonabsorbing 
clot,Is. In t t•is ('ase, the relation between r•ff and f for 
the b{)un(le(t (:aseaale il•h{)mogeneous absorbing clouds 
shoul{t [)e identical, by its principle, to that obtained 
fur the nonabsorbing clouds (reft = e = 3•). However, 
tim mean optical depth of the cloud, for which this re- 
lation is valid, should vary with the single-scattering 
albedo and solar incidence angle. The EHCA result 
slyown above implies that the relation between ref t and 
e for the absorbing clouds should depend on the single- 
scattering albedo. Furthermore, this is exactly what 
Borde and Isaka [1996] did, which resulted in a systeln- 
atic bias in the estimation of radiant flux (:omponents. 

To define the effective single scattering in the E•'A 
framework, we have to deal with two of the reflectance, 
transmittance, and absorptance. The area-averaged re- 
fleerance can be expressed approximately as 

;. ,) - (ln ;. + [0(17 
1 02R 

+ ... 

where r] represents either In w or w. Values &/and 5 in v- 
represent, respectively, the deviation from the con'e- 
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sponding mean, i.e., rl-'5/and in r- in r. A similar ex- 
pression can be written for the areaaveraged transmit-. 
lance. For an inhomogeneous cloud with •(ln 
(51n r)•/ •- 0, the PPH cloud assumption _R(ln r, r/) = 
R(ln •-, •/) and T(ln r, •/) = T(ln r, •/) would be satisfied 
only for a cloud satisfying the following conditions: 

O2R O2R . 
nr r, 0•2 (ln -- 

02T 02T ..02T 

= = = 
O. (11) 

If such a cloud with (in •-, f/) is found (which is not 
guaranteed), reft and O:eff of an inhomogeneous absorb- 
ing cloud could be defined under the ETA; it would 
be possible, then, to extend the ETA to the "effective 
single-scattering albedo approximation". Tim exact ex- 
pression of •:eff' depends on what type of spatial fluctua- 
tion is assumed for o:. For a special case with constant • 

(constant •/) the expressions _R(ln r, r/) - _R(1 n r, f/) and 
T(ln r, r?) - T(ln r, f/) are valid only for an optical depth 
and single-scattering albedo satisfying [ o2R - 

ø•'r - 0. Accordingly, it is not possible to 
express •/as a function of In r as we did in equation (9). 
This suggests that the effective single-scattering albedo 
cannot be properly defined within. the ETA framework, 
because it is based on the IPA for which the notion 

of effective parameters is not intrinsic as it is for the 
EHCA. 

5. Effective Single-Scattering Albedo 
and Anomalous Absorption 
Phenomenon 

Since the recent publication of papers by Cess et al. 
[199.5], Ramanathan et al. [199.5], and Pilewskie and 
Valero [1995], there is a renewed interest in the anoma- 
lous absorption phenomenon [Hayasaka et al., 1995; 
Marshak et al., 1997, 1998]. Recently, Titov [1998] 
suggested that cloud inhomogeneity might contribute 
to the anomalous absorption phenomenon. The objec- 
tive of this section is not to add one more paper to 
the AlreAdy extensive anomalous absorption literature 
[Stephens and Tsay, 1990]. Its objective is rather to 
examine the implication of the EHCA with respect to 
the anomalous absorption phenomenon. 

We have shown that the radiant flux should be av- 

eraged over a horizontal scale large enough to make 
the net horizontal photon transport negligible. For a 
one-dimensional (l-D) inhomogeneous cloud, a cloud 
aspect ratio of at least 20 is needed for the 60 ø inci- 
dence. When we compute the radiant flux componen•,s 
of observed natural clouds under the PPH cloud as- 

sumption, An important question arises: what optical 
depth and single-scattering albedo we have to use. Ac- 
cording to the results presented in the previous sections, 

we have to use, in principle, reft and Cdeff retrieved from 
measured area-averaged reflectance and transmittance 
to compute the radiant flux components under the PPH 
cloud assumption. 

Let point C in Figure 12 (reproduced from Figure 2) 
be the measured reflectance and transmittance of an in- 

homogeneous cloud. The value of reft can vary accord- 
ing to the way we estimate it, but also the information 
we estimate it from. Let us estimate reft from either 
the measured reflectance or the transmittance on the 

•(R, T, A) - 0.97 curve by keeping the single-scattering 
albedo unchanged. When the reflectance (0.24) is used. 
we. obtain ref t of about 5.8 (C•), which corresponds to a 
transmittance of 0.50. When the transmittance (0.42) 
is used, we obtain reft of about 7.4, which gives a cor- 
responding reflectance of 0.27 (C"). These reflectances 
and transmittances provide the absorptance of respec- 
tively 0.26 or 0.31, respectively, instead of the true value 
of 0.34. For the nearest points (average of the points C • 
and C") the reflectance is 0.26 and transmittance 0.45, 
which results in an absorptance of about 0.29. Accord- 
ing to these examples the absorptance of the inhomoge- 
neous cloud estimated under the PPH cloud assumption 
becomes apparently smaller than the true absorptance 
of the inhomogeneous cloud by 10 to 25%. In other 
words. an inhomogeneous absorbing cloud behaves as if 
it has a larger value of the absorptance than that of an 
"equivalent" PPH cloud characterized by an effective 
optical depth and nominal single-scattering albedo. 

It is to be emphasized that, this enhanced absorp- 
tion phenomenon is fictitious and results only from the 
assumption of constant single-scattering albedo under 
which we estimate reft of the inhomogeneous cloud from 
either the reflectance or transmittance or both. Con- 

sequently, when we estimate the absorption of an in- 
homogeneous absorbing cloud in the framework of an 
equivalent P PH cloud, it is essential t.o take account of 
an apparent effect of cloud inhomogene;.ty on the single- 
scattering albedo and use an effective single-scattering 
albedo jointly with an effective optical depth. Doing 
otherwise may' always lead to an apparent anomalous 
absorption phenomenon. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper we investigated the effective radiative 
properties of inhomogeneous absorbing clouds gener- 
ated with a bounded cascade process and compared 
their characteristics with those obtained for inhomo- 

geneous nonabsorbing clouds. The major difference be- 
tween the absorbing and nonabsorbing clouds resides 
in the fact that for an absorbing cloud we must de- 
fine an effective single-scattering albedo in addition to 
an effective optical depth to treat the inhomogeneous 
clouds under the plane-parallel homogeneous cloud as- 
sumption. This finding implies that when the effective 
radius of inhomogeneous clouds is retrieved under the 
plane-parallel homogeneous cloud assumption, it would 
be slightly larger than the real mean effective radius. 
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Figure 12. Schematic representation of various methods to estimate the absorptance of an in- 
homogeneous cloud under the plane-parallel ho•nogeneous cloud assumption. The absorptance 
varies according to the methods used to estimate the effective optical depth of the inhomoge- 
neous cloud from the measured reflectance and transmittance (point C). Point C' is estimated 
from the reflectance with the nominal single-scattering albedo. Point C" is estimated from the 
transmittance with the nominal single-scattering albedo. 

The effective parameters can be estimated from each 
one of three possible pairs of the area-averaged radiant 
flux components. They should agree with each other 
when the area-average is taken over a horizontal scale of 
averaging for which the net horizontal photon transport 
between the cloud segment and adjacent cloud cells can 
be neglected. For a smaller horizontal scale of averag- 
ing, some degree of dispersion always persists between 
these three pairs because of the nonzero c term. The 
dispersion between these pairs varies as a function of the 
horizontal scale of averaging and the incidence angle of 
radiation in a way quite similar to that observed for 
the inhomogeneous nonabsorbing clouds in SZ1. These 
results suggest that the plane-parallel cloud model can 
be applied only when the radiant flux components are 

averaged over a horizontal scale much larger than the 
geometrical cloud depth. 

The effective parameters vary with the mean opti- 
cal depth, but also with the horizontal scale of av- 
eraging and relative local cloud inhomogeneity of the 
inhomogeneous cloud. Empirical relations were pro- 
posed for both the effective optical depth and the single- 
scattering albedo as a function of the local mean optical 
depth and relative local cloud inhomogeneity. However, 
the EHCA assumes that the reflectance, transmittance, 
and absorptance of a cloud segment are completely de- 
termined by its optical and structural characteristics. 

We found that it is not possible to introduce prop- 
erly an effective single-scattering albedo within the ETA 
framework on the basis of the IPA. Accordingly, there 
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is a significant conceptual difference between the ETA 
and the EHCA, even if they provide sometimes a numer- 
ically similar performance in estimation of the radiant 
flux of the bounded cascade inhomogeneous clouds. 

When inhomogeneous clouds are generated with other 
processes, it is possible that most of the present re- 
sults stand qualitatively without major modification 
but change quantitatively. We still need to investigate 
how the effective radiative properties of an inhomoge- 
neous medium change with different types of inhomo- 
geneity. In general, •-eff(L) and C•eff(L ) should depend 
on the local mean optical depth •(L), inhomogeneity 
parameter of the optical depth pT(LI, horizontal dis- 
tance of averaging L, solar incidence angle 00, and also 
on other parameters. For example, they should depend 
eventually on the local mean single scattering albedo 
•(L) and the inhomogeneity parameter of the single- 
scattering albedo p•(L), if the single scattering albedo 
exhibits spatial variations. This means we need a more 
general approach to generate a stochastically inhomo- 
geneous cloud and cloud field with statistical character- 
istics of natural clouds. 

We finally discussed a possible implication of the ef- 
fective single-scattering albedo, defined in this study, 
with respect, to the anomalous absorption phenomenon. 
Not taking account of the apparent effect of cloud in- 
homogeneity on the single-scattering albedo may induce 
s.n apparent underestimation of the absorption, when an 
inhomogeneous absorbing cloud is treated in the fi'ame- 
work of the equivalent plane-parallel homogeneous ab- 
sorbing cloud. 
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